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In 1994 he took his degree at József Attila University of Arts and Sciences, Faculty of Political 

Science and Law with the classification „summa cum laude”. 

In 1997 he passed the bar examination with „good” result. 

In 2006 he took part in a training for public procurement administrators, and as a result thereof he 

achieved „excellent” grades both at professional practice and theory. 

In 2010 he vindicated his PhD dissertation entitled „Bidding, Evaluation of Offers in Open Public 

Procurement Procedure” with the classification „summa cum laude”. 

 

From 01 May 1997 he works at the university as Assistant Professor, and from 01 February 2005 as 

Senior Assistant Professor. As Assistant Professor, he mainly conducted civil law seminars (practice 

lessons) about the complete subject matter of civil law, and he gave lectures on occasions. At 

present he teaches Company Law, besides this, since 2003 Competition Law and Public 

Procurement Law, and as of 2007 Law of Atypical Contracts as well. He is the co-lecturer of the 

optional subject announced with the title „Regulation of the subscriber’s contracts concerning 

electronic communicational services in Hungary”. Through many semesters he conducted a special 

course entitled „Company law in practice”. He gives lectures on the issues of business/economic 

law at several postgraduate courses. 

 

He obtained English and Russian intermediate state language examination. From 1997 he is a 

member of the Szeged Bar Association, where he hold an office as a member of the Disciplinary 

Committee between 2006 and 2010. As of 2002 he is a member of the Disciplinary Committee of 

the University of Szeged, Faculty of Political Science and Law, and from 2003 of the Library 

Matters Committee of the same Faculty. He is the founder and a member of the Hungarian 

Academy of Sciences, Academic Committee of Szeged, Committee of Legal Experts, Business Law 

Workgroup. 

 

He participated and gave presentations in several conferences. Among the latest ones the following 

are worth to mention: 

 

 His presentation held on 15 November 2007, on the „Day of Science”, entitled „The 

definition of contract, the process of execution of contract”, 

 He was the co-organizer of the conference held on 05 December 2007, entitled „Current 

issues of public procurement and competition law”. The title of his presentation was: 

„Aspects of reduction of round-debts as gridlock from the standpoint of the Act on Public 

Procurement [„Kbt.”]”. 

 On 22 March 2008 he gave a presentation entitled „Fundamental questions of company law” 

in the conference held for the professionals working in the higher education at the Corvinus 

University. 

 In the company law conference, which was organized in Szeged, on 16 October 2008, he 

explained „The theoretical and practical issues of the division of a share”. 

 On 05 March 2010 he gave a presentation in the Chamber of Notaries Public of Szeged with 

the title: „About the current issues of company law, with especial regard to inheritance and 

succession. 


